Global transcriptomic analysis in avocado nursery trees reveals differential gene expression during asymptomatic infection by avocado sunblotch viroid (ASBVd)
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Abstract

Avocado sunblotch viroid (ASBVd) is the type species of the family Avsunviroidae and the causal agent of avocado sunblotch disease. The disease is characterised by the presence of chlorotic lesions on avocado fruit, leaves and/or stems. Infected trees may remain without chlorosis for extended periods of time, though distorted growth and reduced yield has been observed in these cases. The molecular effects of ASBVd on avocado, and members of the Avsunviroidae on their respective hosts, remain poorly understood. Host global transcriptomic studies within the family Pospiviroidae have identified several host pathways that are affected during these plant-pathogen interactions. In this study, we used RNA sequencing to investigate host gene expression in asymptomatic avocado nursery trees infected with ASBVd. Transcriptome data showed that 631 genes were differentially expressed, 63% of which were upregulated during infection. Plant defence responses, phytohormone networks, gene expression pathways, secondary metabolism, cellular transport as well as protein modification within the family Avsunviroidae are affected during infection. This work represents the first global gene expression study of ASBVd-infected avocado, and the transcriptional reprogramming observed during this asymptomatic infection improves our understanding of the molecular interactions underlying broader avsunviroid-host interactions.

1. Introduction

Avocado sunblotch viroid (ASBVd) is a circular, single-stranded RNA molecule of approximately 250 nucleotides, and is the causal agent of avocado sunblotch disease (Allen et al., 1981; Palukaitis et al., 1979; Symons, 1981). The disease is distinguished by the presence of chlorotic symptoms on avocado (Persea americana Mill.), which include the formation of white, yellow, or red sunken lesions on avocado fruit, discoloured streaks on young stems, and discolouration and malformation of leaves. While the appearance of chlorotic lesions is characteristic of the disease, the viroid may also infect avocado without causing notable chlorosis. These “asymptomatic” (chlorosis-free) infections are common in avocado orchards and nurseries, and are associated with decreased yield of mature trees, leading to economic implications for growers (Kuhm et al., 2017). Previous studies have linked asymptomatic and symptomatic leaf infections to the presence of specific viroid variants (Schnell et al., 2001a, 2001b; Semancik and Szuchowski, 1994), though the exact mutation within the ASBVd genome responsible for chlorosis remains unknown.

ASBVd is the exemplar member of the family Avsunviroidae — a small viroid family of five known species, which all localise to plastids in host cells. Avsunviroids can be distinguished by their symmetrical rolling circle mechanism of replication in host plastids, and their ability to form hammerhead ribozymes, which enable self-cleavage (Di Serio et al., 2018). These viroids cause disease symptoms which were described by Flores et al. (2020) as “specific and local”. Variants of peach latent mosaic viroid (PLMVd), for example, cause peach yellow mosaic disease and peach calico, while chrysanthemum chlorotic mottle viroid (CChMVd) causes chrysanthemum chlorotic mottle disease (Flores et al., 2017a, 2017b). These diseases, like avocado sunblotch, are characterised by chlorotic symptoms that form only on localised parts of infected hosts such as leaves, fruit, flowers, and/or stems. Previous studies on PLMVd have linked the particular symptoms caused by different variants to specific mutations within the viroid genome.
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NPR1 (element binding protein) is, to date, and therefore represented a starting point for further study is the only investigation into the transcriptome of ASBVd-infected expression changes investigated by L pathogenesis-related (PR) proteins were induced upon ASBVd infection infected leaves and fruit showed that two genes encoding Potato Spindle Tuber Viroid analysis revealed that over 600 genes were differentially expressed during infection, especially those involved in host defence, transcription, and protein modification and degradation. Our results reveal novel insights into the impact of ASBVd on global gene expression in avocado, which contributes substantially to the current understanding of diseases caused by members of the Avsunviroidae family.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Plant material and RNA extraction

Two-year-old avocado trees, produced from seedlings grafted with Hass budwood obtained from an orchard with ASBVd-infected trees, were provided by a nursery in KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa, to the University of Pretoria. The 44 nursery trees were kept in a climate-controlled phytotron (25 °C, 70 % relative humidity) with a 16 h/8 h day/night photoperiod while infection status was confirmed.

For the isolation of RNA, the first fully emerged leaves from branch tips were harvested from nursery trees without visible sunblotch symptoms. Six leaves were harvested from representative branches of each tree (representing one biological replicate) and pooled to form one sample. Pooled leaves were flash frozen in liquid nitrogen and ground to a fine powder using an IKA® Tube Mill (IKA®, Staufen, Germany). Ground leaf material was stored at −70 °C before RNA was extracted from 2 g of the pooled material for each sample. RNA was isolated using a modified CTAB RNA extraction method (Chang et al., 1993). Extracted RNA was treated with DNase I (New England Biolabs®, Ipswich, Massachusetts, USA) before purification using the RNeasy® MiniElute® Cleanup Kit (Qiagen, Valencia, California, USA). The quality and concentration of purified RNA was determined using a NanoDrop™ 2000 spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, Massachusetts, USA) and confirmed by electrophoresis on a 2 % agarose gel.

2.2. ASBVd detection

Infection status of the 44 Hass-grafted seedlings (without chlorotic symptoms) was confirmed using a protocol modified from Kuhn et al. (2019). RNA extracted from each sample was reverse transcribed to ASBVd cDNA using the High-Capacity cDNA Archive Kit from Applied Biosystems™ (Thermo Fisher Scientific) following manufacturer’s instructions, modified using ASBVd-specific SB1-F1 and SB1-R1 primers (Table S1). Viroid cDNA was pre-amplified by PCR using the same primers and FastStart™ Taq DNA Polymerase from Roche Applied Science (Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany). Pre-amplification reactions contained 1 U polymerase enzyme, 1X PCR Reaction Buffer, 2 mM MgCl₂, 200 μM of each dNTP, 0.2 μM of each primer, respectively, 2 μl cDNA template and sterile water to a total volume of 25 μl. Reactions were incubated in a Veriti™ 96-Well Fast Thermal Cycler from Applied Biosystems™ (Thermo Fisher Scientific) under the following cycling conditions: 94 °C for 4 min, 15 cycles of 30 s at 94 °C, 30 s at 60 °C and 30 s at 72 °C, followed by 7 min at 72 °C.

Nestested real-time PCR was carried out using TaqMan™ Gene Expression Master Mix from Applied Biosystems™ (Thermo Fisher Scientific) with the internal viroid primers ASBVd2qPCR-F and ASBVd2qPCR-R designed by Morey-León et al. (2018) and the ASBTM probe modified from Geering et al. (2006) (Table S1). Reactions were carried out in triplicate for each sample in a 96-well plate, with each reaction containing 2 μl template (pre-amplification product), 1X TaqMan™ Gene Expression Master Mix, 0.4 μM of each primer, 0.2 μM probe, and sterile water to a total volume of 20 μl. Amplification was carried out in a CFX Connect™ Real-Time PCR System (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, California, USA) and thermocycling conditions were: 50 °C for 2 min, 95 °C for 10 min, followed by 40 cycles of 15 s at 95 °C, and 1 min at 60 °C. Each detection plate contained a non-template control (NTC), the NTCs from respective cDNA synthesis and pre-amplification reactions, an uninfected control, and a known infected sample (from symptomatic leaf material). Presence of ASBVd was detected by fluorescence during real-time PCR compared to uninfected controls, while absence of the viroid was confirmed by lack of fluorescence.

Following initial screening of 44 nursery trees, the 24 trees most similar in size and condition were selected for a second round of detection screening. This second detection assay served to confirm the results from the initial screening by including additional controls throughout the assay. This was accomplished using RNA extracted from freshly harvested leaves (as before), with leaves from a symptomatic infected tree and a known uninfected tree being used as controls during harvesting and RNA extraction, in addition to the detection assay NTCs mentioned previously.
2.3. Transcriptome sequencing

Following the confirmation of infection status of 24 Hass-grafted seedlings, six infected and six uninfected trees were selected for RNA-seq. Leaves were harvested and RNA was extracted as before. An aliquot of this RNA was used for a final confirmation of the presence or absence of the viroid by real-time PCR, and amplified products were electrophoresed on a 2 % agarose gel to confirm that fluorescence corresponded with amplification of the desired product. The remaining purified total RNA was sent to Macrogen (Macrogen Europe, Amsterdam, The Netherlands) for sequencing. Integrity of RNA was determined using an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, California, USA). Sequencing libraries were constructed by Macrogen using the TruSeq Stranded mRNA Library Prep kit (Illumina, San Diego, California, USA), and prepared libraries were used for paired-end sequencing on an Illumina Novaseq 6000 platform (PE150). Raw NGS data were deposited in the Sequence Read Archive of NCBI GenBank (accession number PRJNA1001370).

2.4. Sequencing of ASBVd in infected samples

Sanger sequencing was used as an additional confirmation of the presence of ASBVd in all infected samples. Briefly, ASBVd cDNA generated for detection purposes was amplified by PCR using Phusion 2.4. Sequencing of ASBVd in infected samples (accession number PRJNA1001370).

Plasmids were extracted using the QIAprep Spin Miniprep Kit (Qiagen). For each infected sample, five plasmids were sequenced in both directions using M13-F (5'-GTAAAACGACGGCCAGT-3') and M13-R (5'-CAGGAAACACCTATGAC-3') primers. Sequencing reactions were set up in a volume of 12 µl made up of the following reagents: 0.85X sequencing buffer, 4.17 % v/v BigDye 3.1, 0.83 µM primer and 40–200 ng plasmid DNA. The sequencing PCR was performed in a Veriti™ 96-Well Fast Thermal Cycler with the following cycling conditions: 98 °C for 1 min, 30 cycles of 10 s at 98 °C, 30 s at 60 °C and 10 s at 72 °C, followed by 5 min at 72 °C. PCR products were visualised on a 1 % agarose gel and purified using the Zymoclean™ Gel DNA Recovery Kit (Zymo Research, Irvine, California, USA).

Purified PCR products were quantified using a NanoDrop™ 2000 spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and cloned into Escherichia coli DH5α using the Invitrogen Zero Blunt™ TOPO™ PCR Cloning Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) according to manufacturer’s guidelines. Plasmids were extracted using the QIAprep® Spin Miniprep Kit (Qiagen). For each infected sample, five plasmids were sequenced in both directions using M13-F (5'-GTAAAACGACGGCCAGT-3') and M13-R (5'-CAGGAAACACCTATGAC-3') primers. Sequencing reactions were set up in a volume of 12 µl made up of the following reagents: 0.85X sequencing buffer, 4.17 % v/v BigDye 3.1, 0.83 µM primer and 40–200 ng plasmid DNA. The sequencing PCR was performed in a Veriti™ 96-Well Fast Thermal Cycler set at 96 °C for 5 s, followed by 25 cycles of 10 s at 96 °C, 5 s at 55 °C and 4 min at 60 °C. Products of sequencing reactions were purified using a sodium acetate precipitation before they were submitted to the DNA Sanger sequencing facility at the University of Pretoria (Faculty of Natural and Agricultural Sciences) for sequencing using an ABI 3500xl genetic analyser (Applied Biosystems, Thermo Fisher Scientific). Obtained sequences were analysed and assembled in CLC Main Workbench v21.0.1. to produce sequencing contigs for each individual clone and were then aligned to the ASBVd type sequence SB-1 (Symons, 1981) using default parameters to confirm sequence identity. The seven unique sequences amongst the 30 clones were uploaded as separate variants to NCBI GenBank under accession numbers OR359952-OR359958.

2.5. Differential gene expression analysis

Raw Illumina RNA-seq reads were processed using Trimomatic v0.39 (Bolger et al., 2014) to remove sequencing adaptors, and to filter out low quality reads and those shorter than 36 bp. The quality of filtered RNA-seq data was assessed using FastQC v0.11.9 (Anders, 2010) and summarised using MultiQC v1.13a (Ewels et al., 2016). Filtered reads were aligned to the P. americana West Indian (WI) pure accession genome (Peame105) (Avocado Genome Consortium, personal communication) using HISAT2 v2.2.1 (Kim et al., 2015). Aligned reads were processed using samtools v1.6 (Li et al., 2009) and quantified using featureCounts (Liao et al., 2014).

The counts matrix obtained from featureCounts was imported into RStudio v2022.12.0.353 (Posit Team, 2022), and DESeq2 v1.38.3 (Love et al., 2014) was used to analyse the count data. Differential gene expression analysis was performed using the Wald test, with the uninfected samples as a reference. The Benjamini and Hochberg approach was used to adjust p-values by accounting for false discovery rate. Genes with an adjusted p-value (padj) < 0.05 were considered as significantly differentially expressed genes (DEGs). The normalised DEGs determined by DESeq2 were then transformed using the ‘varianceStabilizingTransformation’ (VST) function, and ‘plotPCA’ was used to visualise the principal component analyses (PCA) of the transformed data.

2.6. Functional classification of differentially expressed genes

To categorise DEGs according to their functions, Gene Ontology (GO) enrichment analysis was carried out using the GOseq package in RStudio (Young et al., 2010). Over-represented GO terms amongst up- or downregulated DEGs, with logFoldChange (log2FC) ≥ 0.58 or ≤ −0.58 (fold change 1.5X higher or lower), respectively, were considered significantly enriched at p < 0.05.

MapMan v3.6.0RC1 (Schwacke et al., 2019) was used for further functional classification of DEGs (with the same log2FC threshold). MapMan bins were previously assigned for avocado proteins from the genome by Backe et al. (2022), using Mercator v3.6 (Lohse et al., 2014). Those bins were used to link DEGs from this experiment to specific host pathways. For particular pathways of interest, heatmaps were generated using the pheatmap package in RStudio (Kolde, 2012) for visualisation.

2.7. RT-qPCR validation of differentially expressed genes

RT-qPCR analysis was used to validate the RNA-seq data. Aliquots containing 1 µg of the purified avocado RNA samples sent for Illumina sequencing were reverse transcribed to cDNA using the Improm-II™ Reverse Transcription System (Promega Corporation, Madison, Wisconsin, USA) according to manufacturer’s instructions, using oligo(dT) primers. Successful cDNA synthesis and absence of genomic DNA contamination was confirmed using the intra-spanning F3H primers (Table S1) in a FastStart™ Taq PCR with the same conditions as Engelbrecht et al. (2013).

Primers were designed for nine candidate genes (Table S1) using the online PrimerQuest™ Tool (Integrated DNA Technologies, Inc., https://eu.idtdna.com/pages/tools/primerquest). The primer efficiency was assessed by generating standard curves for the nine DEGs as well as two reference genes (GAPDH and Polyubiquitin), using serial dilutions of cDNA pooled from all biological replicates (1:5, 1:10, 1:50, 1:100, 1:250, 1:500, 1:1000).

RT-qPCR reactions were set up in 96-well plates using the KAPA SYBR® FAST qPCR Master Mix (2X) Kit (Sigma-Aldrich, Missouri, USA) according to manufacturer’s instructions. Thermal cycling was carried out in a CFX Connect™ Real-Time PCR System as follows: 95 °C for 5 min, 40 cycles of 95 °C for 5 s, 58 °C for 20 s and 72 °C for 5 s, followed by 60 to 95 °C at 0.5 °C increments for 5 s to generate dissociation curves. Quantification of target genes was determined by normalising fluorescence data against the reference genes. Fold change of DEGs in infected samples was calculated using the ∆∆Cq method in Bio-Rad CFX Maestro Software v2.2 (Bio-Rad Laboratories) and statistical significance was determined by a one-way ANOVA and Tukey test. Genes were considered significantly differentially expressed in infected samples relative to uninfected samples at p < 0.05.
3. Results

3.1. ASBVd detection in asymptomatic nursery trees

To obtain ASBVd-infected and uninfected material for NGS, multiple rounds of screening were carried out to confirm presence or absence of the viroid. Following initial screening, ASBVd was detected in 17 of the 44 samples. A second detection assay, performed on newly harvested leaves from 24 trees (14 suspected to be infected), confirmed the presence of ASBVd in eight samples. Twelve trees were subjected to a third round of screening to validate results of the second detection assay prior to Illumina sequencing (Table S2). Real-time PCR produced fluorescence in the six infected samples (ASBVd 1–6 (A1–6)) (Figure S1a) but not in the six uninfected samples (Control 1–6 (C1–6)) (Figure S1b). Gel electrophoresis of PCR products (Figure S1c) showed that the ~155 bp region of the viroid was amplified in the positive control (P, known infected sample) and in the six infected replicates (A1–6), while no amplification was observed in the non-template control (N) or the six uninfected replicates (C1–6).

Viroid reads could not be detected in NGS data, since library preparation for mRNA sequencing used oligo-dT beads to capture poly-A tails. Sanger sequencing was therefore used to confirm the occurrence of ASBVd in the six infected samples. Five clones produced from each infected sample were all successfully aligned to ASBVd type sequence SB-1 (Symons, 1981) with only minor nucleotide differences (Figure S2). These small sequence changes are indicative of different ASBVd variants present in infected samples, confirming that viroid populations formed quasi-species in the tested nursery trees, as previously reported in mature avocado by Schnell et al. (2001a).

3.2. Next-generation sequencing and differential gene expression analysis

Illumina sequencing of RNA extracted from six infected and six uninfected samples produced 43.7–53.1 million raw paired-end reads per sample, of which 42.8–51.7 million high-quality paired-end reads were retained after processing (Table S3). Phred scores and other quality control parameters indicated that the resulting RNA-seq data were of sufficient quality for further analyses.

Ninety-five percent of total clean reads were successfully aligned to the avocado genome using HISAT2. DESeq2 analysis of mapped and counted reads identified 631 genes which were differentially expressed (padj < 0.05) during asymptomatic ASBVd infection of avocado nursery trees. Of these DEGs, 398 were upregulated, while the remaining 233 were downregulated during infection (Fig. 1). A PCA plot generated from transformed data for these DEGs revealed that infected and uninfected samples formed two different clusters, though infected samples had more variation between them than the uninfected samples (Fig. 2). This indicates that, while viroid infection has some common effects on avocado gene expression (accounting for variance between clusters), it is likely that individual trees may have different responses to infection by ASBVd (accounting for variance within the infected cluster). DEGs (padj < 0.05) were filtered further to include only those with $|\log_{2} \text{FC}| \geq 0.58$. Using this log$_{2}$FC threshold, the total number of DEGs was reduced to 343, of which 190 were upregulated and 153 were downregulated (Table S4).

3.3. Functional classification of differentially expressed genes

The DEGs found in this study had been previously annotated by the Avocado Genome Consortium (unpublished results), and therefore putative functions had already been assigned for most of the DEGs (310 out of 343). To investigate whether certain pathways and processes were specifically altered during ASBVd infection, DEGs were subjected to GO enrichment analysis. GOSeq analysis of upregulated DEGs (padj < 0.05) showed that 21 GO terms were significantly enriched at $p < 0.05$ (Fig. 3). The types of enriched GO terms were rather evenly distributed, with six
terms enriched in the “biological process” category, eight terms in the “cellular component” category, and seven enriched terms in the “molecular function” category (Table S5). Interestingly, 14 of the 21 enriched GO terms were related to translation or processing of translation components in the cell. For the downregulated DEGs, however, no GO terms were significantly enriched at $p < 0.05$ in this dataset.

To further categorise both up- and downregulated DEGs according to their functions in host pathways, MapMan was used to visualise expression of the 343 DEGs ($p_{adj} < 0.05$; $|\log_2 FC| \geq 0.58$) according to the functional bins previously assigned by Mercator for this genome (Backer et al., 2022). MapMan analysis sorted 314 genes into respective bins, though several DEGs were assigned to multiple bins due to roles in different avocado pathways (see Table S6 for gene IDs and bin allocations). Redundant genes were subsequently removed, and an overview of specific cellular pathways was produced, revealing that 189 of the DEGs could be mapped to specific processes in the host cell (Fig. 4). The largest proportion of these genes (34%) were mapped to biotic stress response pathways – shown as orange shapes in Fig. 4. Many DEGs were also attributed to functioning in gene expression processes such as transcription (30), translation (4), protein modification (13) and protein degradation (21). Genes functioning in secondary metabolism pathways were highly upregulated, with only 1 of 23 DEGs being suppressed ($C09g024100$, $\log_2 FC = -0.86$). Fifteen DEGs were mapped to hormone signalling networks (purple shapes in Fig. 4), with the majority (10 out of 15) being upregulated. Several genes encoding transporter proteins were also induced (11 out of 14) in asymptomatic ASBVd infection, while five genes related to cell wall synthesis, modification or degradation were differentially expressed in this interaction. MapMan visualisation thus showed that, although enriched GO terms were mainly limited to translation-related processes and components, several other pathways and processes in avocado were extensively affected by ASBVd infection.

3.4. ASBVd infection triggers host defence responses in asymptomatic avocado

Transcriptome analysis indicated that genes involved in pathogen-associated molecular pattern (PAMP)-triggered immunity (PTI) (basal defence response) and effector-triggered immunity (ETI) (a more vigorous defence response) were altered in their expression in ASBVd-infected avocado (Fig. 5a). Amongst the upregulated genes, which account for the majority of DEGs in the plant defence pathway, several pathogenesis-related (PR) genes were altered in their expression. One PR-1 gene ($C10g019860$) was strongly induced ($\log_2 FC = 4.00$), along with two chitinases (PR-3/PR-4) ($C04g017400$; $\log_2 FC = 4.03$ and $C04g017350$; $\log_2 FC = 6.34$) and a thaumatin-like protein (PR-5) ($C06g018350$; $\log_2 FC = 4.75$). Nine genes encoding receptor-like kinases (RLKs), which, like PR proteins, play a role in basal immunity, were upregulated in ASBVd-infected plants ($C02g004610$, $C02g038880$, $C02g039020$, $C01g020430$, $C11g004120$, $C06g025450$, $C03g028110$, $C12g019160$, and $C03g029940$), while six RLKs were suppressed during infection ($C05g008940$, $C09g021400$, $C07g023540$, $C03g005060$, $C03g047860$ and $C12g015400$) (Fig. 5b). Two WRKY transcription factors (TFs), which function in modifying expression of defence genes in plants, were upregulated in ASBVd-infected avocado — WRKY TF $C10g022730$ was strongly induced, with a $\log_2 FC$ of 3.50.

 Peroxidases, which play a role in biosynthesis of reactive oxygen species (ROS) during both PTI and ETI, were shown to be affected in their expression after ASBVd-infection. Four peroxidases were upregulated ($C04g027490$, $C06g009510$, $C02g053070$, and $C10g016550$) while
one peroxidase was downregulated (C06g024460) (Figs. 4 and 5a). Three genes encoding the nucleotide-binding site leucine-rich repeat proteins (NBS-LRRs) — RGA2 (C10g007770 and C01g020090) and RPM1-like (C07g013030) — which form part of ETI in plants, were suppressed in infected avocado. Downregulated DEGs also included four components of calcium signalling pathways: one calcium-dependant protein kinase (CDPK) (C02g010990) and three calcium-binding/calmodulin proteins (CaMs/CMLs) (C03g035210, C01g016360 and C05g006980). Finally, some components of a non-specific host response to biotic stress, such as genes encoding heat shock proteins (HSPs) (C05g003020 and C06g004520) or wound-induced protein (WIN1) (C06g014700), were upregulated upon viroid infection (Fig. 5a).

3.5. Phytohormone signalling pathways are affected by ASBVd infection

Numerous genes relating to phytohormones — chemical messengers which influence several cellular pathways — had altered expression profiles in ASBVd-infected avocado (Fig. 5b). Five genes involved in cytokinin (CK) signalling, as identified by MapMan visualisation (Fig. 4), were all upregulated. The CK-related gene with the strongest increase in expression was the CK dehydrogenase C04g020150, which had a log₂FC of 3.53. Three of the four UDP-glycosyltransferases that were assigned to the CK signalling bin by Mercator (C01g011940, C08g080760 and C11g017520) had BLAST hits with high similarity to a 7-deoxyxyluconoin glycosyltransferase-like mRNA in Magnolia sinica — indicating these enzymes may instead function in secondary metabolism. Only one UDP-glycosyltransferase assigned to the CK bin (C10g014460) was similar to zeatin O-xylosyltransferase (ZOX); an enzyme specific to CK signalling. Another upregulated ZOX-like gene (C02g037020) was sorted into the absicacic acid (ABA)-related pathway, though this gene may function instead in the inactivation of CK.

An additional UDP-glycosyltransferase (C02g018760), assigned to the auxin pathway by MapMan due to its similarity to Indole-3-acetate beta-glucosyltransferase (IAA-Glu synthetase), was upregulated in infected avocado. Two other auxin-related genes, auxin response factor (ARF) (C12g017050) and auxin—responsive protein (SAUR71) (C06g019430) were suppressed by viroid infection (Fig. 5b). It should be noted that the ARF shown in Fig. 5b (C12g017050) was not allocated to a functional bin by Mercator, but this DEG had 73% BLAST similarity to ABA-related pathway, though this gene may function instead in the inactivation of CK.

The genes involved in ethylene (ET) signalling had varying expression profiles in ASBVd-infected avocado; the Fe2OG dioxygenase domain—containing protein (2OGD) (C05g025170), 1—aminocyclopropane—1—carboxylate (ACC) oxidase 1 (ACO1) (C11g001540) and the ethylene—responsive TF ERF113 (C03g031380) were upregulated. Three more ERFs (C04g025670, C01g018740 and C11g021440), an ACC synthase (ACS) (C06g005770), and the universal stress protein A-like (C07g029420) were downregulated in this interaction, with ERF109-like (C04g025670) having the strongest suppression amongst phytohormone-related DEGs (log₂FC = −3.98). In the ABA pathway, a chloroplastic 9—cis—epoxy-carotenoid dioxygenase (NECD) (C06g015670) and a gene similar to protein phosphatase 2C (PP2C) (C09g015760) were downregulated during viroid infection (Fig. 5b), while the only DEG related to gibberellic acid (GA) signalling (C01g003640) had the second highest expression in the hormone signalling pathways (log₂FC = 2.49) (Fig. 4).
3.6. Transcription factors are differentially expressed in ASBVd-infected avocado

Global changes in gene expression, such as those observed in viroid-infected avocado, may be linked to the differential accumulation of TFs inside host cells. MapMan analysis showed that 30 TF genes were differentially expressed after ASBVd infection (Fig. 4), and examination of gene annotations in the Peame105 genome identified three more DEGs that were downregulated. TFs with links to defence responses (WRKY TFs) and hormone signalling pathways (ERFs and ARFs) were shown in corresponding heatmaps for simpler visualisation (Fig. 5a & b) and have been discussed in the above sections. The remaining 25 TFs, most of which were downregulated in infected avocado, are visualised separately in Fig. 5c. The two TF genes with the highest upregulation, TGA2 (C05g014460; log2FC = 5.58) and BZIP domain-containing protein (C03g045670; log2FC = 2.41), both belong to the basic leucine zipper (BZIP) family of TFs, though two other members of this TF family were downregulated (C06g006130 and C02g012200). Four members of the bHLH (basic-helix-loop-helix) TF family (C09g009650, C05g027690, C06g027730 and C02g020280) were all suppressed in this interaction, while MYB family TFs, which made up the most abundant of the TF families, were found amongst both the up- and downregulated DEGs (Fig. 5c).

3.7. RT-qPCR analysis validates RNA-seq expression data

RT-qPCR was used to assess the expression of nine selected DEGs; EFM, MST3, BGL/PR-2, ACS, CML24, GRP, PDDA, TIFY and TM53. As observed in RNA-seq results, all nine genes were found to be significantly differentially expressed ($p < 0.05$) in infected samples compared to uninfected controls. EFM, MST3, and BGL/PR-2 were upregulated, while the remaining six genes were downregulated during infection. Comparison of log2FC of candidate DEGs in RT-qPCR and RNA-seq data revealed similar expression profiles in both data sets (Fig. 6).

4. Discussion

In this study, we produced the first global transcriptome of ASBVd-infected avocado. RNA-seq analysis revealed 631 DEGs (at $padj < 0.05$), of which 343 had 1.5X higher or lower expression in infected samples ($|\text{log}_2\text{FC}| > 0.58$) — the highest number of DEGs found in an avsunviroid-infected host to date. Previously, a RT-qPCR study investigated the expression of four defence genes in leaves and fruit of mature avocado trees infected with ASBVd and found that only two of the genes were differentially expressed (López-Rivera et al., 2018). The only global transcriptome for a host infected with an avsunviroid published to date is a microarray analysis of asymptomatic peach infected with PLMVd (Herranz et al., 2013). The results of that investigation identified 16 DEGs in asymptomatic peach leaves, though authors speculated that some DEGs may have been missed due to the type of array used. Our data therefore represent a substantial contribution to the current knowledge of the response of plants to avsunviroid infection.

When compared to more recent RNA-seq analyses of hosts infected with pospiviroids, however, the 631 DEGs found in our study is relatively low. For example, 1530 DEGs ($p < 0.05$; $|\text{log}_2\text{FC}| > 1.3$) were found in ‘Etrou’ citron (Citrus medica) infected with CEVd (Wang et al., 2019), while 1572 genes were differentially expressed in sweet cherry infected with HSVd (Xu et al., 2020) ($p < 0.05$; $|\text{log}_2\text{FC}| \geq 2$). In tomato (Solanum lycopersicum) infected with a severe variant of PSTVd, researchers found 2731 DEGs ($p < 0.05$; FC $\geq 2$), while 933 DEGs were...
identified in the same host species infected with a mild PSTVd variant. It is worth mentioning, however, that the high number of DEGs in those studies were found in symptomatic (not asymptomatic) interactions of hosts with pospiviroids (not avsunviroids).

The lower number of DEGs found in our study and PLMVd-infected peach (Herranz et al., 2013) compared to pospiviroid studies may be due to the asymptomatic nature of the interactions studied, since the lack of phenotypic changes observed in these host plants would coincide with the limited changes in host gene expression. This finding also supports the assertions made by Flores et al. (2020), who claimed that diseases induced by members of the Pospiviroidae and Avsunviroidae families are innately different, and that the systemic symptoms induced by pospiviroids cannot be directly compared with local symptoms observed in avsunviroid infections. Future investigations into global changes in gene expression induced by avsunviroid infection will reveal whether limited transcriptome changes are common to all host interactions with members of this viroid family.

Despite differences in diseases caused by pospiviroids and avsunviroids, the cellular pathways affected in ASBVd-infected avocado were comparable to those observed in other viroid-host interactions. One host pathway where DEGs were commonly observed in viroid-infected hosts was the plant immune response (Joubert et al., 2022). In this work we observed the upregulation of 14 PR genes and several different RLKs in infected avocado, suggesting that PTI is induced by ASBVd; this result correlates with the findings of other viroid-host transcriptome studies, which showed that PR genes and RLKs are induced in PSTVd-infected tomato, CEVd-infected ‘Etrig’ citron, and in hop (Humulus lupulus) infected with citrus bark-cracking viroid (CBCVd) (Mishra et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2019; Więsyk et al., 2018). In contrast to the findings in those studies, four calcium-signalling related genes were downregulated in ASBVd-infected avocado, and no MAP (mitogen-activated protein) kinases were differentially expressed in this interaction. Since MAP kinase- and calcium-signalling pathways have roles in activating components of both PTI and ETI (Lu and Tsuda, 2021), the lack of activation or the suppression of genes in these respective signalling pathways may, to some extent, offset the induction of other components of plant immunity in viroid-infected avocado.

Phytohormone signalling genes in avocado, which also play a role in host response to biotic stress, were affected by ASBVd infection (Figs. 4 and 5b). Interestingly, MapMan analysis (Fig. 4) indicated that no DEGs were specifically mapped to salicylic acid (SA) or jasmonic acid (JA) signalling networks, though these hormones are especially recognised for their roles in plant defence responses. Two copies of the SA marker gene PR1 were, however, induced during ASBVd infection in this study, while one copy was suppressed (Fig. 5a) — these were assigned to the PR gene bin by MapMan rather than the SA signalling bin due to overlapping functions, and were analysed as part of the biotic stress response genes in this study. Another SA-related gene, NPR1, is a regulator of SA signalling, and was not significantly differentially expressed in our data. Though the JA pathway was not affected in ASBVd-infected avocado,
et al., 2019) and were differentially expressed in several viroid-host interactions studied to date (Joubert et al., 2022). We hypothesise that altered accumulation of TFs in ASBVd-infected avocado may be responsible for downstream effects on host gene expression observed in this study, though the initial mechanism influencing TF expression remains to be elucidated.

While the focus of our study was the differential transcription of specific genes, it cannot be disregarded that transcript accumulation may not correspond with the proteins produced from translation of those transcripts, since components involved in translation as well as protein degradation had altered expression during ASBVd infection (Figs. 3 and 4). Indeed, the upregulation of translation components could offset the suppression of other DEGs analysed in this study, if transcripts with reduced numbers are subject to increased protein synthesis in host cells. Similarly, DEGs induced upon viroid infection may not correspond to increased protein accumulation, since enhanced transcription may be countered by increased degradation of proteins downstream. This must be taken into account when considering any transcriptome studies, since RNA-seq data is insufficient to draw conclusions regarding the effect of viroid infection on host protein functioning.

The function of host proteins is also largely influenced by the phosphorylation state of these molecules, which is determined by protein kinases. Thirteen genes involved in post-translational modification of proteins were differentially expressed in ASBVd-infected avocado (Fig. 4). The altered accumulation of protein kinases in this interaction could have downstream effects on cellular signalling pathways, since changes in the phosphorylation status of other proteins in signalling cascades would modify the activity of affected proteins. The possible influence this would have on the functioning of proteins produced by all DEGs in this interaction must be considered when drawing conclusions from transcriptome data.

5. Conclusion

This study represents the first investigation into changes in global ethylene (ET) signalling, which acts synergistically to JA signalling, showed a few genes with differential expression (Figs. 4 and 5b). Genes involved in the ET pathway did not show trends in their overall expression during viroid infection, with two ET biosynthesis genes, ACO1 and ACS, having opposite expression profiles in this interaction. Three out of four ERFs — TFs responsive to cellular ET levels — were induced upon ASBVd infection. Since these TFs are important regulators of plant stress responses (Xie et al., 2019), their increased expression may indicate that other host responses are activated downstream of these ERFs in response to altered ET levels.

Another hormone signalling network affected by ASBVd infection is the WRKY, AP2/ERF, bZIP, bHLH, NAC and MYB families were identified (Fig. 5a, b & c). These TFs have been shown to regulate components of phytohormone networks, plant immunity, and plant response to stress (Ambawat et al., 2013; Dröge-Laser et al., 2018; Sun et al., 2018; Yuan et al., 2019) and were differentially expressed in several viroid-host
gene expression induced by ASBVd, and the first RNA-seq analysis of a host infected with an avsunviroid. Transcriptome data revealed a relatively low number of DEGs in asymptomatic avocado nursery trees infected with ASBVd when compared to RNA-seq analyses in pospiviridoid-infected hosts, though this may be due to the different nature of disease caused by the two viroid families. Future research should investigate global gene expression in ASBVd-infected avocado with chlorotic symptoms to determine whether the number of DEGs is substantially increased in the symptomatic interaction. Investigations into the transcriptome of other hosts infected with avsunviroids will further elucidate the differences between host responses to the two viroid families. Finally, these transcriptome data can be used as a basis for studies in the future, which can explore the metabolome and/or proteome of viroid-infected avocado to corroborate findings regarding the host response to ASBVd infection.
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